
The Course has been designed to improve your scanning skills to
achieve international standards and to provide a better
understanding of the evolution of fetal abnormalities and their
management thereof

For More Details Visit https://www.fetalandgynaeimaging.com

   Mahalaxmi Vinod +91 8104855230, workshops.fgi@gmail.com 
 Priya Dinesh +91-9632018450, admin@fetalandgynaeimaging.com 

Dr Prathima  Radhakrishnan Dr Anita Kaul Dr Deepak Bansal 

More Than 500 students have benefitted from our FUP-
Onsite and Online Classes. On completion of the course,
delegates have obtained FMF certification in NT and Fetal
Abnormalities, Boosting their confidence and expertise

Program is Supported By

Dr Shilpa Karki, Bangalore .

I want to thank the entire  Faculty . 
 Radiologists in our places are

appreciating us..A Lot of other gynae
ppl also waiting to join next

academic year.

FETAL ULTRASOUND PROGRAM
 8TH ONSITE

Sonologists, Radiologists,
Obstetricians/Gynaecologists & Fetal Medicine

Specialists

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS

ONE FULL DAY once a month (3rd or 4th Sunday) starting from
August 2023 for 12 Months

LIVE STREAMING of system-wise theory course to specific offices
allowing interactive discussions

SPECIALIST FACULTY with immense experience and knowledge
of the subject, Apart from practical tips, the sessions will update
you on incorporating up-to-date evidence-based information in
fetal medicine & genetics.

SUBMISSION of FETAL SCAN IMAGES online for review and
feedback

WHATSAPP GROUP for day-to-day interaction & continuous
mentoring during the course.

WEBINARS keynote addresses from world authorities in fetal
imaging and fetal medicine

2-year complimentary ISUOG MEMBERSHIP given to all enrolled
Delegates

FUP ONLINE Course is available for those who cannot join the ONSITE course

We also offer Gynae Ultrasound Program (Onsite/Online)

Confirmed Centers: 
Bangalore, Delhi(Gurgaon), Ludhiana, Hyderabad, Kochi, Jaipur, Nagpur, Pune.

Potential Centers:
Mumbai, Bhopal, Indore, Hubli, Jodhpur, Kolkata, Guwahati, Lucknow

Centers will be Confirmed provided there are 5 or more Delegates

TESTIMONIAL

Dr Rakhee Gupta, Ludhiana
Many many thanks to all the

mentors for such an elaborate and
well structured training program.

We have really benefited a lot from
this training, despite doing fetal
medicine practice since last so

many years.

Dr Preeti Tak , Jaipur

Gratitude to mentors for their elaborate teaching
over the span of one year. The well structured
program designed for a year has helped us
imbibe knowledge at the right pace. Didn't know
that online ear pulling could be possible with
repeated image submissions till i got the plane
right. Getting a hang of magnification itself took
a couple of months !!

www.fetalandgynaeimaging.com
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